INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

Canvas Support
- Full Zoom Integration
- Adds all Zoom Sessions to the Canvas Calendar
- Supports UW Authentication
  - Access Control
  - Review of Cloud Recordings

Zoom Support
- Revised Security Settings
- Effort to reduce chance of “ZoomBombings”

Document Camera Use and Support
EPSON DC-13
STUDENT COMPUTING RESOURCES

A&A Remote Desktop Servers
- RDSH-1, RDSH-2, RDSH-3, RDSH-4.aa.washington.edu
- Login w/ “netid\UWNetID” and NetID Password

Hyak High Compute Cluster Access
- UW Research Computing Club – STF Funded
- https://depts.washington.edu/uwrcc/

Siemens Student Software Downloads

College of Engineering Resources
https://www.engr.washington.edu/mycoe/computing/software/index.html